
Split one zone down the middle with s. On one half, set up

two nets. On the other side, split it into half again using s.

Start the drill with  1 dumping a puck into each zone

on that side of the ice.

Both 1's race to the far puck and engage in 1 vs 1 keep away.

Both 2's race to the puck in the closest zone and play 1 v 1

keep away.

After 15 seconds, whistle blows.  2 dumps a puck in the zone

with two nets.  & 2 engage in a 2 vs 2 against  & 

in that zone. At the same time,  1 starts 3's and 4's in

the next round of 1 vs 1's.

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Jon Ammerman, Moorhead High School's Boys Varsity
Coach

Key Points

Emphasize puck possession and compete level

Manage work-to-rest ratio depending on age group

Set up course as shown (1- more beginner, 2- more advanced). Player 
starts a full arm and sticklength ahead of  . On whistle/"go"   

races around tires (can be cones), to cone and backwards back to
goal line.  is trying to catch and tag the other player with their hand
before getting back to the goal line. Multiple setups depending on skill
level of players .
Progressions:

For beginner skaters can skate forwards the entire time

Add pucks/rings to players around the cones

Key Points

Proper skating technique, especially around turns. 

Encourage players to decide their own route
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Breakouts week 2- BO follow play, gap

Air Force 2v2 8 mins
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Divide players into groups of 3. Two players attempt to play keep away
from the other player in their group. If the puck is stolen a new player
becomes the odd man. Have multiple groups going at once to keep kids
busy/force heads up play.
Progressions:

Beginners can start as monkey in the middle so passer is

stationary and "monkey" can't force passer. Teammate must

move to get open for pass

Give players open range of drill area and monkey can force the

puck and a decision from the passer.

Con�ne the space (inside circles) to force quicker decisions

Add extra players (3v1, 3v2, 4v2 keepaway)

.

Key Points

Encourage kids to �nd the open passing lanes, and use the

boards when possible

Coach dumps the puck on net and goalie plays it to either side. Players
in front of each line race to gain possesion of the puck. Whoever comes
out with the puck must pass it to the next person in their line, that
person then joins the play creating a 2v1.
Progressions:

Player must execute scissor move with teammate to create 2v1

2 vs 1 Rebound Battle Ice Hockey Drill (icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/2-vs-1-rebound-
battle-drill?position=43&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-
zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE>

Key Points

1st person to puck work on deceptive body fakes (hips fakes can

be very effective)

Protect puck with head up to �nd passing lane

2nd person have good stick position to block pass.

Coach dumps a puck in for player to pick up skate behind the net and
pass to player posting up. After pass player must gap up to tire and play
1v1 backwards. Offensive player receives pass, skates around cone to
attack. 

Progression: Add another offensive player ( ) for middle support on
breakout and players must regroup and come in 2v1

Key Points

Good puck retrieval habits: approach at angle, shoulder check,

unhandle the puck

Always face puck, give a target for pass. 

Get to the net for a shot, don't settle for bad angle shots from a

distance

2v1 Keep Away 7 mins

Add obstacles (soft dividers, nets) to 2v1 keep away to force kids
to move around more and identify the passing lanes

2v1 Rebound Battle 7 mins

Breakout to 1v1 7 mins

.

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/2-vs-1-rebound-battle-drill?position=43&list=65If-V5CVdEi-FO3jPEjoFj-zARht0Xqka_boQUqnmE


Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Drill focuses on quick transition on NZ turnovers.

Split Group into 2 Teams

Can play 3 vs 3 inside blue lines, or 2v2 in 1/6 of ice

If the goalie covers the puck, there is a goal or the puck exits one

of the blue lines, the coach on that blue line will make a quick

pass for the defending team to transition out of zone and attack

opponent

Can run drill cross-ice when sharing the ice with other

teams

Video: https://youtu.be/b6GU2C�a7w

Key Points

Players jump to open space after transition

Breakout v Forecheck 7 mins
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

HCF Lalonde NZ Transition 10 mins


